Grilled Summer Vegetable Terrine
(Wendy S.)
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2 red peppers
2 yellow peppers (or orange)
1 large eggplant
1 very large or 2 med. zucchini
about ½ c. olive oil
1 large red onion, sliced thin
½ c. raisins or currants
T. red wine vinegar
2 c. tomato juice
chopped fresh or dried basil
8 leaves of basil (or can use any
decorative edible leaf)
salt & pepper to taste
1 ½ boxes (6 T.) unfl. gelatin
basil or spinach leaves for garnish

Dressing: whisk together…
• ½ c. good olive oil
• 2 T. red wine vinegar
• cracked black pepper to taste
On grill (high) or under broiler (high), blacken the peppers completely (skin side) and place in paper bags to cool. Rub
the skins off by massaging the bag, then dump into the sink and finish removing the skins. Martha Stewart says not to
rinse roasted peppers when you skin them, but she’s a dope: you will need some water.
Slice the eggplant and zucchini into 8 ¼” slices (you’ll need one eggplant slice for each mold, and 6 or 8 slices zucchini
for each – the leftovers you can just eat while grilling.) Drizzle the slices with olive oil just to moisten, but don’t let the
eggplant drink too much oil – yick. Sprinkle with salt & good pepper (seasoned salts/peppers are nice here).
Broil until nicely browned on both sides (the grill really works best!) I direct-grilled them on the grates, except for the
smaller zuc. slices which I used a grill pan for.
In a large heavy skillet, heat 2 T. oil over med-hi. heat, and add the onions. Fry until starting to wilt, then add the raisins.
Fry until very soft and starting to get syrupy. Turn off heat & stir in T. vinegar.
Meanwhile, mix the tomato juice with the chopped basil, whisk in the gelatin, and heat over low heat. Stir occasionally
and let that simmer until gelatin is dissolved and juice is somewhat reduced (by about ¼ cup?). Trust me; this will set up!
(It doesn’t look like it will.)
Assemble: For molds, I used extra large muffin tins lined with saran wrap, but I think they would have unmolded if just
sprayed with Pam. I also used ramekins for some, that are about 3” across at the bottom, sprayed with Pam (I cut them
around the edges when inverting to serve, and they did fine.) Put the decorative leaf in the bottom of each mold, one nice
slice of red pepper, and then spoon about a T. of the tomato juice over that. Place one slice eggplant and then cover that
with a couple layers of the zucchini (about 6 slices?), spoon a little more tomato sauce, and then divide the onion mixture
evenly over that. A little more tomato, then finish with a slice of the yellow pepper and the rest of the tomato sauce – all
divided evenly among the molds.
Chill several hours, then invert onto indiv. plates and drizzle dressing over top (sparingly). Serves 8
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